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Micromax Superfone series has gained applauds from the mobile users. The series adds up
wonderful handsets that are great to work with and brings together. The handsets offered by this
prestigious brand have made a mark in the market for their stupendous performance and
breathtaking looks. Their make is derived from the innovation which has lat them gain a distinct
stand in the market.

Among all the Micromax mobile phones launched in the series the Micromax Superfone Lite A75
has managed to bring al the lights on its stupendous performance.  The price is set quite nominal
which has made this handset pretty affordable in the market. Micromax Superfone Lite A75 has
surprised the other brand of mobiles and smartphones. These mobiles have been launched in
affordable price range only. This mobile phone is empowered with Android 2.3 operating system
and thus, it is considered as the latest in this segment. This stupendous application allows the users
to operate 1000s of free apps that too for free. Micromax Superfine Lite A75 for different functions
can also be used to customize apps on the smartphone to make it more specific feature rich.

Micromax Superfine is set featured with primary camera with 3 primary camera on rear end and
secondary camera on front end. These applications are used taking favourite images and recording
video with greater ease. This front end camera has 0.3 MP power which enables easy for video
chatting especially on 3G network. These two cameras are average when compared to competing
smartphones in India. This mobile phone features SIM cards which are further supported by the
GSM network. This dual SIM feature can be used for 2G+2G network and are also pretty supportive
to 2G+3G network. This Micromax Superfone Lite A75 also allows the customers to contain their
mobile bills on one mobile.

Micromax Superfone Lite A75 price in India is set quite nominal and is absolutely meant for students
and young professionals. It has a nominal price level which has gained good response from the
customers. Mobile players also get the credit to launch similar smartphones which comes at
extremely low cost in coming days. The ones who are searching to buy the nominally priced mobiles
have the option to go for this stupendous purchase which is definitely not a disappointment. This
Micromax mobile is simply great and is loved by all age buyers. It gives an altogether new calling
experience to the users.
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